BHARATIY PRIDYOGIKI SANTHAN KANPUR
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY KANPUR
SAMPADA KAARYALAY / ESTATE OFFICE

NIVIDDA S. -30/2023-24 DINANAK 09.10.2023
TENDER NOTICE NO. IITK/EO/30/2023-24 dated 09.10.2023
SANTSAN KE CHATRAVAAS 14 ME KANTIN CHALANE HETU NIVIDDA
TO RUN CANTEEN INSIDE HALL OF RESIDENCE 14

SAMYA VISARAR SANCHANA -2

Time Extension Notice-2

Pravasnik kaaran se uparokta nivida dinanak 13.11.2023 tak ke liye badha di gayi hai. Ata: Icchuk nividadata vishikta bhare gae nivida prapat dinanak 13.11.2023 ko apanahan 04.00 troj tak sampada kaaryalay me jama kar sakate hai.

Prapt nividadon ke khole ke litiye v samay ki ghoranam alog se ke jaagegi.
Nishirai nivida prapat santhan ki vebesite https://www.iitk.ac.in/estateoffice/tender se daunload kiyo ja sakta hai.

Due to administrative reason, the date of submission of abovementioned tender is hereby extended up to 16:00 hrs on 13.11.2023. Therefore, interested parties may submit their sealed tender document latest by 13.11.2023 up to 16:00 hrs. The date of opening of technical and financial bids will be intimated separately.

All other terms and conditions of the Tender Notice No. IITK/EO/30/2023-24 will remain the same.

Tender document may be downloaded from the link https://www.iitk.ac.in/estateoffice/tender

Officer In-charge(Estate)

Copy to: Chairman, CEMMC, Notice Boards